
Bristol Britannia 250 
R.A.F. Support Command

By Arthur Banyard

Introduction
1. Roden kit No 312 covers the Bristol Britannia 200/300 series despite the box art and decal sheet display-
ing a series 100 aircraft. The difference between these series is a 10 foot increase in fuselage length in the 
200/300 aircraft that allowed Bristol to insert a forward fuselage freight door with the RAF in mind. 

2. The mouldings are largely flash free with scribed panel lines that are well suited to this model. The RAF 
Britannia has significantly different window arrangements to the civilian version, but these differences are 
completely resolved by using the Two Six Silk decal sheet No STS 44246. In addition, the RAF aircraft carried 
a Doppler radar scanner under the fuselage which needs to be made from plastic sheet.

Fuselage
3. The fuselage halves are a good fit with the scribed panel lines lining up and only minor adjustment being 
needed at the nose, tail and fin leading edge. The fin has an internal moulded spar that keeps it square with the 
fuselage (nice touch - photo 1). 



4. Fit the clear windows to both fuselage halves and make flush since the windows are represented by elliptical 
decals. Some of the clear windows are proud whilst others are undercut and will need filling and sanding flush 
(photo 2).

5. Roden advise 20gm of nose weight (more than enough, 10 - 12 gm should suffice) which is fitted in the for-
ward fuselage. The rolled lead strip in this model is held in place by a bulkhead made from 3mm plastic card 
(photo 3). 

6. Join the fuselage halves, but note that there are only two locating pins on the fuselage. The moulding accu-
racy is good enough to keep the fuselage halves in shape when gluing. Make a simple polystyrene block cradle 
to hold the fuselage upside down (leave room for the fin) as this will assist the build from this point (it is very 
nose heavy). Fit the Doppler scanner (photo 4).

7. Fit the cockpit cover and smooth in (the windscreen is a decal) and prepare the fuselage for painting and de-
caling. Before painting, check the wing and tail fits and make any adjustments now so that there is no need for 



filling/sanding over the paint finish. Mask and paint in accordance with the period chosen followed by the decals 
(photos 5,6,7,8). Note that the white top lower edge runs down the centre line of the windows and not below 
them!!!



Wings
8. Wing upper and lower halves have two locating pins, but ensure that the root faces line up to ensure correct 
dihedral and no gaps when gluing to the fuselage. Nacelle sides may need minor swipes of the sanding stick. 
Paint and decal the wings, then add the exhausts and engines. Keep paint off the engine mounting faces and out 
of the U/C bays (photo 9)

Engines
9. Engine cowlings are provided as one piece mouldings that need metallised finishing before adding the propel-
lers. Check the rear face fit of the cowlings to the nacelles and adjust before painting. Propellers are one piece 
mouldings with separate spinners and are a good representation of the 16 ft items fitted to the Proteus. Finish 
is aluminium blades with red/white/red tips post 1967, or black blades with yellow tips before then.

10. The prop shafts provided are not long enough to accept a collar inside the cowling and it appears that the 
props were intended to be glued in place. If the props are to rotate then a collar size rebate needs to be drilled 
in the rear of each cowling so that a collar can be fitted. On this example the props are just loose fitted in the 
cowlings and rotate freely. They do, however, fall out in transit!

Undercarriage
11. The U/C is a superb representation in this scale and quite strong enough to support this heavy model. How-
ever, it is fiddly to handle and paint and needs some dexterity. The nose wheels have a recess in the inner side 
which prevents them fitting the stub axles on the nose leg so it fill these recesses with plastic rod and then 
drill out the mounting holes. 

Assembly
12. Complete the build before fitting the U/C (this is where the cradle comes in to its own - photo 10). 



Ensure the wing dihedral is the same on both sides then fit the tailplanes (no dihedral). When dry, fit the U/C 
noting that each main leg will need to be vertical to keep the wheels on the ground (i.e. the main legs are not 
at right angles to the wings). Paint the wheel wells and finally fit the U/C doors (new front doors for the main 
legs need to be made from thin card; the kit versions are far too thick). Insert the propellers and the model is 
complete (photo 11)

Decals
13. 26 decals are first class and deserve careful application. They are very thin and strong, but have a tendency 
to curl under the backing paper. Use care and plenty of water. Cut the blue stripe into manageable lengths and 
apply before the windows otherwise stretch issues will cause a mismatch! The windscreen is superb

Summary
Build time 45 hours and very enjoyable - an excellent kit.


